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NEW QUESTION: 1
In an SRDF/Metro environment, what is a requirement for an Array Witness?
A. One RDF group on the witness array to both the source and the target
B. Witness RDF group on the witness array containing the source and the target SRDF/Metro
devices
C. Witness RDF between the source and the target
D. Two RDF groups on the witness array; one to the source and one to the target
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

NEW QUESTION: 2
To reduce the attack vectors for a virtual machine, which two settings should an administrator
set to false?
(Choose two.)
A. serial.enabled
B. serial.present
C. ideX:Y.enabled
D. ideX:Y.present
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Removing Unnecessary Hardware Devices
Any enabled or connected device represents a potential attack channel. Users and processes
without privileges on a virtual machine can connect or disconnect hardware devices, such as
network adapters and CD-ROM drives. Attackers can use this capability to breach virtual
machine security. Removing unnecessary hardware devices can help prevent attacks.
Use the following guidelines to increase virtual machine security.
Ensure that unauthorized devices are not connected and remove any unneeded or unused
hardware
devices.
Disable unnecessary virtual devices from within a virtual machine. An attacker with access to a
virtual

machine can connect a disconnected CD-ROM drive and access sensitive information on the
media left in the drive, or disconnect a network adapter to isolate the virtual machine from its
network, resulting in a denial of service.
Ensure that no device is connected to a virtual machine if it is not required. Serial and parallel
ports are
rarely used for virtual machines in a datacenter environment, and CD/DVD drives are usually
connected only temporarily during software installation.
For less commonly used devices that are not required, either the parameter should not be
present or its
value must be false. Ensure that the following parameters are either not present or set to false
unless the device is required.
Reference:
https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-51/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.security.doc
%2FGUID822B2ED3-D8D2-4F57-8335-CA46E915A729.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Maria works as a Network Security Officer for Gentech Inc. She wants to encrypt her network
traffic. The specific requirement for the encryption algorithm is that it must be a symmetric key
block cipher.
Which of the following techniques will she use to fulfill this requirement?
A. DES
B. PGP
C. IDEA
D. AES
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
An employee transfers from an organization's risk management department to become the
lead IS auditor. While in the risk management department, the employee helped developed the
key performance indicators (KPIs) now used by the organization. Which of the following would
pose the GREATEST threat to the independence of this auditor?
A. Recommending controls to address the IT risks identified by KPIs
B. Training the IT audit team on IT risk management process
C. Developing KPIs to measure the internal audit team
D. Evaluating the effectiveness of IT risk management process
Answer: D
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